
IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA  

(TRANSVAAL PROVINCIAL DIVISION)  

In the matter between:  CASE NO. 30335/02  

AAAINVESTMENTS (PTY) lTD  Applicant. 

and  

THE MICRO FINANCE REGULATORY 
COUNCIL  First 'Respondent  

THE MINISTER OF TRADE &·INDUSTRY  Second Respondent  

FIRST RESPONDENT'S ANSWERING AFFIDAVIT 

I, the undersigned,  

GABRIEL DAVEl 

do hereby make oath and declare:  
I  

1.  I am the first respondent's Chief Executive Officer.  

2.  I am duly authorised to depose to this affidavit and to oppose the relief  

sought by the applicant against the first respondent as appears from 
3gS  

the resolution attached hereto as annexure "A".  
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3.  Save where the contrary is indicated or where it appears from the  

context, the facts set out below fall within my own knowledge and are  

true and correct.  

·4.  I am an expert in the field of micro financing. I attach hereto marked  
3$f:,-3WZ. .  

annexure "B" my curriculum vitae from which my experience in the  

field of micro finance appears. In what follows 1 express certain  

opinions oran expert nature. I submit that I am qualified to express  

them.  

5.  I have read the affidavit of Pieter De Vi/liers Moll. Before I deal with  

the allegations contained ·in that affidavit, I wish to outline the first  '10 

respondent's answers to the applicant's two main arguments. These  

arguments are: .  

5.1  The first respondent does not have the power to make rules  

which bind the applicant and the other lenders who are  

registered with the ffrst respondent;  

5.2  the rules which the first respondent made in respect of the  

national loans register ("NLR") and reckless lending, breach  

the applicant's constitutional rights or are contra bonos mores.  
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6. For purposes of ease of reference I refer to the first argument in what  

follows as the "ultra vires" issue and to the second as the  

"constitutional" issue. I deat with them in turn.  

THE UL TRA VIRES ISSUE  

The issues  

7.  The ultra vires argument is expressed in a number of different ways  

in the founding affidavit:  

7.1  It is for example stated that. the first respondent is neither  

explicitly nor impliedly empowered by law to make rules which  

 . affect the applicant and other micro lenders registered with the  10 

first respondent (paragraphs 33 and 38 to 41 of the founding  

affidavit);  

7.2  it is also stated that the first respondent is not empowered by  

agreement between 'the first respondent and the micro lenders  

registered with thefirst respondent tD make rules (paragraphs  

34 to 37 of the founding affidavit).  

8.  Other arguments are also raised in the founding affidavit in this  

regard. For example, the "revised rules" (i.e. those which were  
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Page 4 implemented on the 1 sl of July 2002 and which are attached as 

IY)-({,5  
annexure "PDM22" to the founding affidavit) are attacked on the basis  

that they are allegedly in conflict with the "exemption notice rules" 3$  
(Le. those contained in annexure "A" to the ex.emption notice,  

Lf4--4-7  
annexure "PDM2" to the founding affidavit). This appears for example  

from paragraphs 43 to 48 and 58 of the founding affidavit. I will deal  

with these contentions and arguments where I turn to the specific  

paragraphs of the founding affidavit below. At this point I deal only  

with the first respondent's rure-making power or ability and not with  

10 the question whether the rules are good.  

9.  In order to explain the first respondent's rule making ability, I have to  

refer to the background facts relating to the first respondent's  

composition, incorporation and approval as a regulatory institution by  

the second respondent in terms of the provisions of the exemption LN--
if]  

notice (annexure "PDM2" to the founding affidavit).  
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Historical background  

10.  Persons who earned low incomes could in the past not obtain access  

to credit from established and statutorily regulated financiers like  

banks. The main reason for this was that these financial institutions  

(which were subject to the interest rate limitations imposed by the 

mechanisms created in the Usury Act 73 of 1968) were riot prepared  
to lend money to persons because of the perceived risk of non-  

payment and cost of advancing small loans. Internationally the  

advancing of· small or micro loans for micro' enterprise purposes  

assisted in poverty alleviation. In response to submissions made an  10 

exemption was made under the Usury Act on 31 December 1992.  

11.  As a result of the exemption notice of 31 December 1992, a large  

micro lending industry came into existence. Apart from humanitarian  

entities with developmental objectives which extended loans for micro  

enterprise, housing and educational purposes, a large number of  

micro lenders (by the middle of the 1990's approximately 1500 of  

them) became active throughout the country advancing loans mainly  

for consumption purposes. In what follows I distinguished between  

the two groups of micro lenders by calling the first group development  

20 lenders and the second, cash lenders.  
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12.  This situation led to two results.  

12.1 In the first place, the number of lenders acting in contravention of 

the Usury Act by charging interest at rates in excess of the  
rates fixed through the Usury Act, proliferated. As they held  

no security over the loans which th'ey extended, they often  

employed illegal means to force their borrowers to honour their  

agreements.  

12.2 Secolldly, although substanti~l funds were raised inside and  

outside South Africa to assist in the advancement of  

impoverished persons, these funds did not flow to the persons  '10 

for whom the funds were intended. The intention was that this  

money should be advanced to disadvantaged persons in the  

form of small loans. The entities which promised the funds,  

however, expected returns and growth on their investments,  

but returns and growth were prevented by the absence of  

security and the relatively low interest limits allowed by the  

Usury Act. The flow of development funds to disadvantaged  

borrowers was thus hampered.  

13 Research in South Africa and the experience of regulators in other  

countries shO\:ved that, should the limitations on interest rates set by the  20 
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Usury Act not apply to small loans, in other words, if sufficiently high 

interest rates could be charged, then financiers would be prepared to run 

the risk of unsecured loans against the higher interest yield of such  
loans.  

14 It was against this background that the government inserted section 15A  

into the Usury Act (by section 8 of Act 100 of 1988 and substituted by 

section 6 of Act 91 of 1989) in 1988. An exemption notice was issued in 

terms of this section on" the 31-st of December 1992.  

15 Pursuant to the 1992 exemption notice, small loans, i.e. in amounts  

lower than the amount determined by the Minister, were no longer  10 

"subject to the limits of interest prescribed through the Usury Act. Credit  

could now flow to the earners of low incomes.  

16 And it did. Apart from humanitarian entities which extended loans as  

part of their reconstruction and development programs, a large number  

of micro lenders (by the middle of the 1990's approximately 1,500 of  

them) became active throughout the country. In what follows I  

distinguish between these two groups of micro lenders by calling the first  

group "development lenders" and the second "commercial lenders". The  
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effect of this was that the micro loan industry was legitimised. But it  

was not yet regulated.  

17 The business practices of some, but not all, of these micro lenders were  

unacceptable to government.  

18 After the first democratically elected government took power in 1994, the  

Minister of Trade and Industry indicated that he was considering 

scra'pping the exemption regime which applied to small loans. That  
would of course have detrimentally affected the interests of both the  

development and the commercial lenders "because of the potential  

impact on the industry, the Minister required research and advice.  10 

19  In order to investigate the micro-lending industry and advise  

government on how the industry could be regulated, the National  

Housing Finance Co-operation ("NHFCn) and Khula Finance Enterprise  

Ltd CKhula'j (both entities established by government) formed too "Khula-

NHFC Advisory Panel" during the course of 1997. The panel  

included representatives of the NHFC, Khula, the Registrar of Banks,  

the Department of Trade and Industry, the Association of Micro Lenders  

(representing commercial lenders), the Alliance of Micro Enterprise  

Practitioners (representing development lenders) and a number of  

investors in micro lending. The purpose of the advisory panel was to  20 
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develop proposals for the regulation of lending institutions, and revision  

of the exemption notice in order to address the government's concern.  

20 The paner made representations to Government on how the industry could 

be regulated and Government eventually determined to have the  
industry regulated by an independent body, approved by government,  

in which all the various parties or institutions who have interests in the  

industry would be represented.  

21 A number of institutions which were interested in the industry formed a  

section 21 company named the "Small Loans RegulatolY Council". Its  

name was later changed to the Micro Finance Regulatory Council. It is  10 

the first respondent. The founding institutions of the first respondent  

were:  the Association of Micro Lenders, the Banking Council of South  

Africa, the Consumer Institute of South Africa, the Department of Trade  

and Industry, the Housing Consumer Protection Trust, Khula Enterprise  

Finance Ltd, the Legal Resources Centre, the Micro Enterprise Alliance,  

the National Housing Finance Corporation Ltd and the South African  

Reserve Bank.  

22 The identification and approval ofa regulatory institution was a formal 

process. There were two applicants. The first was the first respondent  
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and the second Amlac (later known by the acronym, "Samlac'). The first  

respondent and Amlac each had to make a representation to Government 

which had to include a business plan, the memorandum  

and articles of the applicant, the registration criteria which it proposed  

to apply in the registration process of micro lenders and, most  

importantly, a set of the draft rules which it intended to employ. I attach 
3f13- If;J.. 7 a copy of the first respondent's representation hereto as 
annexure "C".  

Based on the representations and submissions made, the minister  

appointed the first respondent as· regulated for the micro lending  

1
0 

industry.  

The first respondent's rule making ability 

23 First respondent's memorandum stated its main object to be " ... to  

promote the common interests of money lenders advancing small loans  

through the regulation of the small loans industry" (clause 3). The  

memorandum furthermore conferred on the first respondent the power  

to make rules in clause 5.1.5.' Clause 5 reads:  

 "5.  POWERS  

The company (viz the first respondent) shall, in 
accordance with the provisions of section 34 of the Act,  

 have plenary powers to enable it to realise its main and  20 
ancillary objects. It shall not have the common power 
stated in Schedule 2 of the Act, but shall have the 
fa/lowing such powers:  
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5. 1  Specific powers 

5.1.5 To make and enforce rules to be complied 
with by money lenders advancing small 
loans registered with the company and any 
category of small loans in paJticular."  

(A copy of the memorandum is attached to the founding Cf5-13s  
affidavit as annexure "PDM21". Underlined words added.)  

24 The applicant was already a member of the Association of Micro 'Lenders 

when the AssoCiation su'bscribed to the first respondent's  
memorandum and articles. The applicant was moreover a member of  10 

the Association when the first respondent adopted its original rules on the 

24th of June 1999 (the original rules are attached to the founding 56-00  
affidavit as "PDM4"). The applicant raised no demur to the first  

respondent's original rules, nor its "approval" by the second respondent.  

The first respondent's board of directors, including the representative  

of the Association, adopted the original rules unanimously. 

25 I have been advised that it will be argued as a matter of law at the  

hearing of the matter that the right and power to make rules include the  

right and power to amend rules. 

26 In summary, the sequence of events concerning the adoption of the first  20 

respondent's original rules, is as follows: 
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26.1 On 31 May 1999 the first respondent applied to the second  

respondent for the approval of the first respondent as 393-4:21  
regulatory institution, annexure "e" hereto;  

26.2 On 1 June 1999 the current exemption notice was published t.f-q.-If?  
(annexure "PDM2" to the founding affidavit);  

26.3 On 24 June 1999 first respondent's board adopted its original  
 .  50-63  

set of rules (ann'exure "PDM4");  

26.4 On 18 July 1999 the second respondent appointed the first It <6 -lfP; 
respondent as regulatory institution (annexure "PDM3" to the  

founding affidavit).  1
0 

27 The second respondent knew that the first respondent had a rule making  

ability and that as a matter of necessity, the first respondent would have  

had to make rules to be effeotive. The proposed rules were submitted  

to him as part of the first respondent's representation. The second  

respondent approved the first respondent, with its rule making ability and  

powers to review such rules as regulatory institution.  
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Statutory interpretation  

28 1 have been advised that it will be argued that as a matter of law, the first  

respondent's power to make rules which bind the micro lenders which  

relevant legislation.  

29 In terms of section 15A of the Usury Act, the Minister has the power to  

'exempt certain money-Iendihg transactions from the provisions of the  

Usury Act "on sLlch conditions ... as he may deem fit".  

Lf.-4-- q..r  
30 The Minister issued the current exemption notice (UPDM2" to the  10 

founding affidavit) in terms of the said section. In the exemption notice  

he exempted "the categolY of money-lending transactions referred to in  

the schedule ... on the conditions set out in the schedule".  

31 In item 2 the conditions referred to in the exemption notice are stated.  

They are:  

 "2.  Conditions 

 2. 1  The category of money lending transactions is  
exempted on the conditions that -  
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 1  the entity conducting the category of  
money lending transaction is registered as 
a lender with a requlatory institution; and  

 2  the lender shall at all times comply with  
this notice."  

(Underlining added).  

32 "This notice" is defined in item 1.8 to include annexure "A" thereto.  

Annexure "A" is a list of rules "for pwposes of exemption". The effect of  

this, is that Dotwith~tanding any!hif!g made or done by the regulatory  10 

institution, the lender must still comply with the rules of annexure "A".  

Annexure "A" contains what may be termed to the primary or residuary  

rules. It was always the intention that the Minister would determine  

certain minimum rules to ensure that certain key consumer issues would  

be adequately addressed by the regulatory institution. The position was  

communicated clearly during meetings that preceded the exemption  

notice.  

33 "Regulatory institution" is defined in item 1.6 as a iegal entity, with a  

board of directors, which is approved by the minister and which has the  

capacity and mechanisms in place effectively do the things listed in (a)  20 

to (I) of item 1.6.  
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34 The "capacity" mentioned in 1.6 does not consist of a closed list of  

powers or abilities. The opposite is the case: The regulatory institution 

must have the power to make rules to regulate at least the things listed  
in (a) to (I) of item 1.6. There is no limit on the power of the regulatory  

institution - no things are listed which it may not do.  

35 The schedule clearly envisages that money-lenders are subject to rules  

if they register with the regulatory institution while lenders who do nat 

register as such are not' subject fa those rules. In item 3.1 this (s  
recognised:  

 "Insofar as the exemption may be intelpreted to impose any  10 
obligation ... sLich obligation shall apply ... ".  

36 As pointed out above, clause 5.1.5 of the first respondent's 

memorandum empowers it to make rules "to be complied with by  

moneylenders ... ". This power must of course be read against the first  

respondent's main object, Le. the fl ••• regulation of the small loans  

industry". (Clause 3).  

37 The Minister approved the first respondent with this rule making power  

to achieve its object.  
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38 It follows that the exemption granted to lenders is subject to the  

obligation to register with the first "espondent - which has the ability to 

make and enforce rules to which lenders are subject.  

39 For these reasons the first respondent rejects the applicant's assertions  

that the first respondent acted ultra vires when it made rules.  

40 As I have pointed out above, the thrust of the appficant's attack on the  

first respondent's rules is aimed atthe rules which the first respondent  

made in respect of the NLR. I turn next to the background against which  

those rules were made.  

1
0 

THE NATIONAL LOANS REGISTRY 

The problem of debt traps  

41 Although micro lenders did not have access to traditional forms of  

security, two developments during the 1990's occurred which effectively  

provided micro lenders with security.  

41.1 The first was that government allowed payroll deductions of  

loans made to civil servants (the "Persal system''). The  

repayment of a loan to a civil servant was thus a charge  
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against the salary of the borrower, and repayment was secure.  
It was effected by the employer.  

41.2 The second is that the development of the electronic banking 

systems allowed access to bank accounts by means of bank  
cards and a personal identification numbers (lithe card and  

pin"). Lenders took into their possession the bank cards and  

pin numbers of borrowers and withdrew the repayment  

amounts from the bank accounts of the borrowers by means  

of the cards and pin numbers when the accounts were funded  

- usually when salaries were paid into the accounts.  1
0 

42 Item 5 of the original rules dealt with the regulation of "lending activities".  

It strove to introduce objective lending criteria to avoid borrowers falling  

into debt traps and specifically prohibited card and pin retention to  

prevent the perceived exploitation of borrowers. It read:  

liThe lender sha/I-

5.1  comply with all the provisions of the Usury Act  
exemption and the Rules;  

5.2  approve or decline loan applications in accordance with  
objective lending criteria in terms of lending policies;  

5.3  act in accordance with the provisions of the loan  20 
agreement and Dny applicable law;  
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 5.4  not as part of its operations hold bank cards pin  
  numbers or identity documents of borrowers;  1  

 5.5  prominently display a valid registration ce/lificate in  
each of the business premises from where the lender or its 
agents conducts money-lending activities with the public;  

 5.6  operate its lending business through a bank account or  
account separate from any personal finances;  

 5.7  ensure compliance by each of its agents or brokers with  
these Rules and accept liability for the actions of agents  

 or brokers".  to 
(Rule 5.1 of the exemption rules also excluded the use of card and  

pin collection methods.)  

43 The card and pin collection method and the Persal payroll deduction  

system thus afforded forms of security to micro lenders. But from the  

advent of the regime under the exemption notice, the card and pin type  

of security and later the Persal security was lost to lenders. These  

systems, allowed the lender to collect instalments as a first call against  

the borrower's earnings with no need for applying credit criteria or  

affordability tests.  

44 Borrowers could easily over-extend themselves by taking out more than  20 

one loan from more than one micro lender. There was no method of  

objectively determining the ability of the borrowers to repay. Micro  
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lenders simply could not know (or care) whether a borrower had the  

ability to repay the loan which he applied for.  

45 Since its establishment, the first respondent registered some 1,306 

lenders, resolved approximately 7,080 complaints and enforced the  
provisions of the first rules and the exemption notice rules through  

disciplinary procedures.  

46 As time progressed, the first respondent became aware of a number of 

deficiencies in the first rules. It investigC!ted the improvement of its rules  
and its regulation of the industry, as it was obliged to do. In its  

reassessment of itself and its role in the industry, it became clear that  10 

the over-extension of many, many borrowers, who landed in debt traps  

was a major problem facing the industry. It is not possible to over-state.  

the enormity of the problems some borrowers faced or the numbers of  

borrowers who were in debt traps.  

47 It became obvious that the first respondent had to find a method  

whereby over borrowing and debt traps could be averted. A procedure  

had to be devised to inform a lender of the extent of an applicant's  

indebtedness to another micro lender, or micro lenders. An industry  

standard had to be established whereby a lender who had determined  
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that an applicant was already in debt, would be obliged to refuse a  

further loan to him in order to prevent reckless lending.  

48 The Association of Micro Lenders (as I pointed out, one of the  

applicant's founding members) had previously investigated the  

possibility of a national loans register - that was even before the  

applicant had been appointed as regulatory institution. The Association  

had in particular investigated the possibility of an entity called PO Africa  

-setting up a national loans register. The first respondent took these  

investigations and enquiries further when it was formed.  

49 I was personally invo[ved in the research concerning the development  10 

of a national loans register and in the drafting of the rule pertaining to  

the NLR and reckless lending.  

International experience  

50 I repeat that the motivation in establishing a national loans register was  

to devise a system whereby a micro lender can determine whether an  

applicant-borrower has other outstanding monetary obligations in order  

to avoid over-extending the borrower, i.e. to prevent him from falling into  

a debt trap.  
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51 There is a great deal of international literature on the topic of loan  

registers to ayoid borrowers over-extending themselves. Such registers 

have been established in many countries. Each country has its own  
unique socia-economic context within which its lending industry was  

established. The problem of potential over-indebtedness is, however,  

universal where lending is allowed.  

52 An example of the international trend towards the establishment of loans  

registers which have to be consulted by lenders during the process of  

determining whether or not to extend a loan to a given applicant, is the  

proposed directive of the European Parliament and Council regarding  10 

the harmonization of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions  

of the member states concerning credit for consumers dated 11  

September 2002. I attach a copy of an extract of the directive hereto as 4-
:2'i5 -5;}CJ  

annexure "01 ". From the extract it appears that the European Union  

seeks to prevent debt traps by:  

52.1 the establishment of central data bases containing information  

of all loans;  

52.2 enforcing the principle of "responsible lending" which imposes  

an obligation on lenders to consult the centralised data bases  

 when the decision is made whether or not to extend a loan.  20 
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53 A number of states in the United States of America have similar rules.  

Japan also has similar legislation. In the United States, during 

Congressional hearings on predatory lending, comptroller of the  

currency, Mr John Hawke, recognised that predatory lending was 

undesirable and that lenders should only extend loans based on the  
ability of borrowers to repay such loans. Mr Hawke's speech is attached 

530-55'1  
as annexure "D2". In Japan excessive extension of credit and the social  

ills that result therefrom, motivated the introduction of rul~s that required,  

. amongst others, that lenders should consult a credit bureau prior to 5~o-
5q3  

 extending loans, see annexure "03" hereto.  10 

54 The first respondent's rules obliging micro lenders to consult the data  

contained in the registers before they grant loans and, of course, to  

update the registers, are virtually the same the provisions in the  

European Union, Japan and the U.S.A. 

55 In order to achieve responsible lending and to avoid reckless lending,  

objectively verifiable information of the credit status of a borrower is an  

absolute necessity. I was intimately involved in investigating different  

methods through which this could be achieved. One method that was  

considered was to oblige micro lenders to scrutinise essential financial  

source documents which the borrower has to provide when he applies  20 

for a loan. But salary 8c1vices and bank statements do not necessarily  
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reflect the full picture and correct credit status of the borrower. For  
example, roans may be repaid in cash which was withdrawn from the  

borrower's bank account with the effect that the borrower's bank  

statement will show a debit but not that the money was paid to a lender.  

Borrowers who are desperate for credit can usually not be trusted to give  

a true overview of their indebtedness to others.  

56 The only realistic, practical and cost-effective method to obtain credit  

information, is to build up and use a central credit register. After having  

weighed up all the options, it became clear that micro lenders should be  

obliged to paliicipate in the compiling of such a register which every 10  

micro lender should be obliged to access before a loan is made and  

which the lender should update when a loan is granted and when it is  

repaid.  

57 Any such intervention would have to be compulsory and apply to all  

lenders, for it to be effective. 'Without such general application, the risk  

is immediately introduced that the. most aggressive and least responsible 

lending would exploit the position in order to extend further  
loans to clients that are already over-indebted and whom other lenders  

may have turned down.  
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Credit bureaus and credit information  

58 Credit bureaus are well known in the established, formal, credit industry in 

South Africa. South Africa is not unique in.having credit bureaus  
which lenders consult in order to determine the creditworthiness of an  

applicant borrower. The credit history of the applicant is an important 

component of the creditworthiness of an applicant. The NLR is merely  
an extension of the existing credit data bases held by the two major  

credit bureaus in South Africa i.e. Experian and Trans Union ITC.  

58. It is a truism that credit is the lifeblood of all modern free-market  

economies. In order for a lender to be able 'to decide whether to make  10 

a loan available to a borrower. the lender must obtain information of  

the credit worthiness of the borrower. Credit risk is determined on the  

basis of credit information which includes knowledge of the credit  

history of the applicant. Internationally, credit bureaus provide the  

service of collecting credit information and making the information  

available to credit grantors.  

59. In South Africa credit information is collected, held in databases and  

disseminated by two credit bur~aus, i.e. Experian South Africa (pty)  

Limited and Trans-Union ITC (Pty) Limited. They collect their  

information from a variety of sources which include public documents  20 

like civil judgments and information provided to the credit bureaus by  
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money lending institutions. 

60. The organisation of the credit industry pertaining to the NLR may be  

summarised as follows:  

60.1.  Trans-Union ITC and Experian are the two credit bureaus,  

also known as credit information brokers. who accumulate  

and disseminate the relevant credit information, in other  

words, tDe NLR, Wllich is a database, is host~d by these  

credit bureaus.  

60.2.  Experian and Trans-Union ITC provide the information they  

hold to their clients and each client has access to the  10 

database to which he subscribes. 

60.3.  The clients pay prescribed fees to Trans-Union ITC and  

Experian, in return for access to the databases. 

60.4.  The larger micro lenders contract directly with the credit  

bureaus and are direct customers of the credit bureaus but  

smaller micro lenders usually have contractual relations with  

secondary service providers, entities like Compuscan and PC  

Credit.  
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60.5.  The secondary service providers in turn have contracts with  

the credit bureaus.  

61. Rule 6 of the NFRC Rules regulates the NLR. In terms of the rule, a 

micro lender registered with the first respondent is obliged to interact  
with the NLR database at the following stages:  

61.1.  In the first place micro lender has to make an enquiry to the  

NLR dat.pbase Tn order to determine the credit p,rofile of the  

borrower in order to decide whether or not the borrower can  

afford the loan.  

61.2.  Should the micro lender decide to extend a loan to the 
 10  

borrower, micro lender must register the loan on the NLR.  

61. 3.  The micro lender must thereafter update the information on  

the database in respect of each loan.  

61.4.  The micro lender must close the entry once the loan has been  

repaid.  

62. The purpose of the initial enquiry which each micro lender is enjoined  

to make is to obtain as much as possible credit information about the  

borrower in order for the micro lender to be able to make an informed  
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decision whether or not to extend a loan to the borrower. The interests  

Page 28 

group and they exchange the information which they obtain  

of both the micro lender and the borrower are protected in this manner. 

By e lender can   investigating the credit information of the borrower, th

of their customers by means of their closed user group 

database. The micro lenders registered with the first  

respondent form another user group and the NLR is the  
determine the risk of the loan and by determining risk, the lender can  

database of this closed user group. Another example of the  

avoid making risky loans which will negatively affect the lender's  
user group is the Consumer Credit Association. The "CCA"  

income stream. Borrowers are protected in that a borrower who has  
is active in various incarnations of the retail industry in South  

over-extended himself and who cannot afford the requested loan, is  
Africa. These retailers amass substantial amounts of credit  

iden  tified and a further loan which will land him in more financial 
information of thei'rcustomers which they exchange through  

trouble, will not be made.  
the databases of their closed user group.  1

0 

63. What the rules required of micro lenders is to determine whether the  10 
63.2.  The effect of this is that one consumer may be registered on  

borrower can afford the loan for which he applies. It is, needless to  
various databases as a consumer of products supplied by  

say  ~ver-

exte is of  

, highly irresponsible for a lender to extend a loan to anvarious of these closed user groups. The effect of this is that  

nded borrower. In this process of determining affordability, it when a micro lender, who has access to only one database,  
course necessary that the lender must have as much information of  

wishes to determine the affordability of a micro loan for an  
the credit history of the borrower available as possible. In this respect  

applicant borrower, he does not have access to the  
I should point out the following:  

databases of other user groups where relevant information  

63.1. There are different databases housed in each of the two  
regarding the potential borrower may be housed.  

credit bureaus. The NLR is but one database held by each.  
63.3.  In order for the process of determining affordability to have  

Specialised user groups have access to the information held  
integrity, it is vitally necessary that the potential/ender must  20 

in the specialised databases of the different groups. The  
have access to as much information as possible. it is for this  

commercial banks, for example, are members of one user  
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reason that the different closed user groups enter into data  

sharing agreements with each other. The first respondent has 

indeed entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the 

CCA. I attach a copy of the memorandum hereto  
593 -5'17  

marked annexure "E". Micro lenders thus have access to the  
information of consumers hosted by the credit bureaus in the  

closed user group of the CCA and vice versa.  

64. .Credit bureaus d·o not gather, retain and disseminate information  

regarding the assets, incomes and sources of incomes of consumers.  

 In order to determine affordability, a lender consequently has to obtain  10 

that vital part of the credit information of each potential borrower from  

the borrower himself. This can be done by taking, for example, a  

salary advice from the borrower. The information obtained from the  

credit bureaus form part, albeit a vital part, of the information which a  

lender must consider in order to determine whether the borrower can  

afford the loan for which he applies.  

65. In terms of Rule 6.6.1.2, the prior express consent of the borrower to  

obtain from or disclose to a third party the borrower's credit record,  

payment history or other confidential information has to be obtained  

before such information is placed on the National Loans Register.  20 

The borrower's consent is, however, not required before the NRL  
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database (together with those of other user groups were exchange  

agreements exist) is consulted in order to determine the credit profile of 

the borrower. This is not unusual in the lending and credit industries. No 

information is given out when the initial query is made, information is 

obtained from third parties from third parties with whom  

the borrower had various credit relationships.  

66. It is only once a decision has been taken to extend a loan to a  

borrower that the lenderbecom.es obliged to record informatron  

concerning the borrower on the NLR. What has to be recorded with  

the NLR is effectively the fact of the loan and the amount of the loan.  10 

Thereafter, at given intervals, the lender has to update the database  

by indicating the outstanding balance of the loan from time to time and  

eventually that the loan had been repaid. In terms of the rules, before  

this information may be given through to the NLR (i.e. the credit  

bureaus which host the databases) the borrower has to give his  

consent. If he refuses to do so, the Joan should not be extended to  

him - even if he can afford the loan. I do not know of any case where  

a borrower has refused his lender to update the records of the NLR  

with hisinformation after having received a loan.  

67. I should explain the interaction between the two credit bureaus. By  20 

agreement, the credit bureaus exchange all the information which each  
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holds, between themselves. The effect of this is that for all practical  

purposes the same information is housed by each of the two credit 

bureaus. The data bases of each is for practical purposes a mirror  

image of the other. They compete with each other by providing different 

services at different costs and by their efficiency in providing ther.equired 

information. It is consequently not necessary for a micro  
lender to register as a client of both the credit bureaus. If a given  

micro lender is a client of credit bureau A, he has access to the  

database held by creditbureau A which is, forpractical purposes, a  

mirror copy of the database held by credit bureau B in respect of the  10 

user group to which he belongs. If he', in compliance with his  

obligation sunder the rules, updates the information held by his credit  

bureau, i.e. credit bureau A, credit bureau A makes the updated  

information available to credit bureau B in terms of the exchange of  

information agreement between them and a micro lender registered as  

a client of credit bureau B will have access to the updated information  

as if there was only one credit bureau in existence.  

68. The exchange of data between the credit bureaus, the secondary  

service providers and the bigger micro lenders is effected  

electronically. The NLR is accessed through the Internet. A micro  20 

lender or secondary service provider can make only one enquiry at a  

time. The micro lender or secondary service pmvider accesses the  
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information pertaining to a given borrower by providing, electronica lIy,  

the full names and identity number of the given borrower. It is only in this 

way that the information concerning the borrower can be  

accessed. It is not possible for a micro lender nor a secondary seNiee  

provider to access customer lists of competitors.  

69. The smaller micro lenders do not necessarily have computer links with  

the secondary service providers but may utilise a number of methods  

. of,comrriunieation' between themselves and the secondary'service  

providers in order to obtain the information they require to make their  

1
0 

affordability decisions.  

70. Secondary service providers usually provide their clients (micro  

lenders) with software computer programs which integrate access to  

the NLR with debtors management systems. The advantage of these  

systems is that when a micro lender updates its own records, it  

simultaneously updates the NRL.  

71. The extra cost which compliance with the NLR rules have for micro  

lenders is limited to the cost of an Internet connection, the cost of  

subscription to access to the databases payable to the secondary  

seNice providers or directly to the credit bureaus and staff time which  

is required for making enquiries and updating the NRL records.  20 
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must, however, point out that these amounts are trifling. The Internet  

response time through the Internet on each query is approximately six 

seconds.  

72. The information which has to be logged in whenever an initial enquiry  

is made, is the identity number of the borrower, his name and  

sometimes his address. Once that information has been entered into  

the fields provided on the computer screen, the button "Enquiry" is  

. clicked and approximately six seconds later the enquirer receives his  

response. When the information is updated or when the loan is  

registered, the name of the borrower, his identity number, his address,  10 

the amount of the loan, the identity of his employer, a contact  

telephone number, the term of the loan and the repayment amount has  

to be entered. Once this information is entered onto the NLR, the  

staff time required to update the information is reduced to a few  

seconds per borrower.  

73. Access to the credit bureaus is chiefly obtained through their secure  

Internet websites. The two credit bureaus in South Africa have state-  

of-the-art computer access systems. Absent fraud, it is not possible  

for one micro lender to have access to the custom lists of another.  

74. Micro lenders operate under a regime which allows them to charge  20 
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interest rates which they themselves determine. The interest rates are  

not limited or capped in any way. I say that in this environment it is  

reasonable to expect micro lenders to launch affordability enquiries  

before they extend loans and to update the NRL with the information  

concerning the loans which they do extend. The cost to the micro  

lenders to have access to the NLR in order to determine affordability  

and update the records of the NLR pales into insignificance when  

compared with the advantages with the system of the NLR brings to  

the micro lender (the trade-off micro lenders enjoy is that their bad  

debts are reduced because they can make better informed credit  10 

decision), to the borrower (in that each borrower is protected from  

over-extending himself) and to the industry as a .whole (reckless  

lending is limited).  

75. The accessibility of the NLR to micro lenders and the efficacy of the  

NLR itself will improve as electronic data exchange systems improve.  

The system which was designed and implemented in South Africa is  
I  

a world leader and although there were teething problems, they have  

by and large now been eliminated. ! say that the system is the best  

possible system which could be employed in South Africa. Having a  

compulsory National Loans Register as was introduced in this country,  20 

is the only reasonable method of regulation of the industry.  
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Research  

76  The first respondent appointed Messrs Deloitte and Touche to  

investigate the desirability and feasibility of establishing a national loans 

register and to advise the first respondent in this regard. j 59'/5 - bO ;;L  
attach hereto marked annexure "F" the executive summary of a report  

prepared by Deloitte and Touche in response to the instruction. The  

desirability and feasibility appears from the summary.  

77  In mid 2001, consultants of the IRIS Centre at the University of  

Maryland in the United States, reviewed the regulation of the micro  

finance industry in South Africa and supported the establishment of  10 

a national loans register and the introduction of reckless lending rules, 
W3-bo8  

see annexure "G" (pages 40 to 42 of their report). The IRIS Centre is  

a world leader in the study of the micro lending regulation.  

78  These independent studies supported the view which the first  

respondent had reached, i.e. that a national loans register is desirable  

and feasible.  

79  I l1ext wish to give an overview of the consultation process that  

preceded the formulation by the first respondent of its rules relating  

to the NLR and reckless lending:  
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79.1  On 18 September 2000 the first respondent and Trans Union  

ITC and Experian and respresentatives of the banking industry 

(the Banking Council) as well as the non-bank micro-lending  
industry entered into a rnemorandum of understanding 60'j-k,(Ej 
concerning the establishment of the NLR, annexure "H" hereto.  

79.2  The Association of Micro Lenders, of which the applicant is a  

member, was at all times supportive of the establishment of  

the NLR. On 5 Septelllber 2000 Mr du Plooy, the executive  

officer of the Association, addressed a letter to myself (,,10  
(annexure "I" hereto) in which the following was stated:  10 

"As Association we understand and appreciate the 
urgency in establishing the NLR. The MLA does in no 
way desire to delay the process and offer as our point of 
departure OUR OWN SPECIFICA nON MANUAL already 
in your possession. The latter document carries the seal 
of approval from our interest-based organizations".  

 "  'f"  I  I".[:..J J.  •  .LL·  I Lt -- ..  The speCification manua, relerreu LO in LlllS leI er IS a  

reference to the "PQ Initiative" of the Association to which I  

20 have refel-red above. 
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79.3  I chaired a "workshop" presentation during November 2000  

concerning the NLR which was attended by all interested parties. I 

attach a copy of the written portion of the presentation hereto as 

if'-bE  
annexure "J".  

79.4  On 7 March 2001 I briefed a special meeting of the members of  

the board of directors of the first respondent on the intended rule  

changes and the reasons for the changes were reviewed in detail.  

The briefing was oral. The first responder1t's board knew of the  

investigations into the establishment of the NLR which had by  

then been undertaken. At that stage the rules relating to the NLR  10 

and recktess lending had been formulated in broad outlines and  

I explained these to the board. The board instructed me to carry  

on with the investigations and formulation of detailed rules  

concerning an NLR.  

79.5  Some of the consumer representatives on the board did not  

attend the meeting of the ill of March. On the 1 ih of March  

2001, i held a separate, but similar, briefing for Ms Matlala of the  

L.egal Resources Centre and Ms Beck of the Housing and  

Consumer Protection Trust (which they represent on the board).  

They also supporte'd the establishment of the NLR and the  20 

fOI"mulation of reckless lending rules,  
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79.6  On 28 March 2001 I gave another detailed oral briefing to the  

executive members of the first respondent's board concerning the 

proposed rule changes. I attach the minutes of the meeting b;2q..-

C25  
hereto as annexure "K". Tile proposed changes were accepted.  

Two of the executive members who could not attend were later b;Zf:>-
to:2 7 appraised of the changes in a separate letter (annexure "L") 
and  

they also approved tile change of rules.  

79.7  On the 15th of May 2001 th'e first respondent's board met. I again  

gave an overview of the proposed rule changes. The board  

approved the rule changes in principle without any reservation.  10 

The written portion of my presentation is attached Ilereto as  
 ~-('3;2  b 35-k, -
~,q  
annexure "M" and the minute of the meeting as annexure UN".  

The board effectively accepted the amendment of the rules on the 

15111 of May 2001.  

79.8  After the 15th of May, the proposed rule changes were circulated  

to various interested parties, comments were received and certain  

minor changes were effected as a result of the comments  

received. On the 29th of May 2001, I briefed the staff members  

of the Department of Trade and Industry on the proposed rule  

changes as appears from the written portion of my presentation  20 
 6C{O-Gc.f0  .  Ih  
to them attached hereto C1S 81llleXLIre "0", On the 25 of June  
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2001, I attended, on behalf of the first respondent, a strategic  

planning rneeting which was attended by a group of international  

consultants, members of the first respondent's board, members  

from the Parliamentary Portfolio Committees on Finance, Trade  

and Industry as well as representatives from the Department of  

Trade and Industry and the National Treasury. The rule changes  

were discussed and received this report of all attendees,  

79,9  In May 2001 the proposed chcmges had also been circulated to  

lenders and placed on the first respondent's website for general  

comment. I attach a copy of a print-out of the information placed  10 
fo4-7-703  

on the website hereto as annexure "P". The first respondent  

received comments and incorporated some of the comments and 704-
-707  

proposals into the amendments. Annexure "Q" hereto contains  

a summary of the comments received from lenders and consumer  

representatives.  

79.10 In the meantime a number of press releases concerning the 7(,'6 - 
7"73 amendment of the rules were made, annexures "R", "S" and 
'T".  

79.11 Workshops were held with the lenders who are registered with the  

first respondent during July and August 2001 and they were fully  
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rules. 17L/- -799  
See annexure "U".  

79.12 During September 2001 the Minister of Trade and Industry made  

a presentation to the relevant Portfolio Committee which covered 
'?iOO-~l !  

the NLR and reckless lending rules, see annexure "V".  

Privacy  

80  One of the aspects which weighed heavily on all of us who were  

involved in the formulation of the NLR and the rules against reckless  

lending, was the matter of privacy. Two aspects were considered in  

1
0 

this respect:  

80.1 The first was to ensure that the NLR could not be used as a  

weapon of unfair competition between micro lenders. It had to  

be ensured that one micro lender could not appropriate the  

customer lists of another. 

The design of the technology employed by the  80.1.1 

credit bureaus makes it impossible for one  

lender to access the customer lists of another  

lender. Ensuring that such a appropriation does  
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not take place, is an integral pali of the  
business of a credit bureau.  

80.1.2 The software program which runs the micro loan  

part of the credit bureaus allow for only one  

type of query which a lender can make, viz  

whether a given applicant is registered in the  

records of the bureau as a current borrower.  

80.1.3 It is simply not possible for one micro lender to  

extract from the NLR client lists of another  

1
0 

lender.  

80.2 The second aspect relating to the privacy issue is that of the  

privacy of the borrower, the applicant for credit.  

80.2.1 The rules of ,the exemption notice contain very specific  

provisions concerning the publication of neqative  

credit information by a micro lender of a micro  

borrower to a credit bureau. The rules relating to the  

NLR and the combating of reckless lending is  

consistent with the exemption notice stipulation in  

respect of adverse infomlatioll. Adverse information  

(~  
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includes loans that have been written off or legal  

proceedings instituted by the lender and other types of 

adverse reports. This type of information may not be

passed on to the bureaus without having given  
written notice to the borrower (see rule 1.2 of the  

rules under the current exemption notice).  

80.3 The reporting of credit information by a micro lender to the NLR  

is neither unlawful ill ferms of the common law nor  

unconstitutional. I specifically wish to emphasize the following:  

80.3.1 It is my considered opinion that there is no other method 
 1
0  whereby serial and recl<less lendin.g can be prevented  

other than for a lender who has extended a loan to a  

borrower to publish the fact of the loan to all other  

potential lenders.  

80.3.2In order to prevent reckless lending, a potential lender  

must determine whether the potential borrower is bound  

to repay other loans and therefore the potential lender  

must have access to the credit information of the  

potential borrower and the lender must consider that  

informCition before extending a ioan.  
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80.3.3 Both Trans Union ITC and Experian apply security  

provisions which make it impossible for parties other  

than lenders to access the personal information of  

borrowers listed with them and in this respect I again SCf3-
5Cf7  

refer to annexure "E" hereto.  

80.3.4 Knowledge of the credit histories of borrowers is  

absolutely necessary for a vibrant credit industry:  

Lenders have a' right and obligation to know the credit  

histories of borrowers before they extend loans to them  

- this is not only true in resp'ect of micro loans but also  10 

in respeGt of all other loans as, once again, appears 
59~rsq7  

from annexure "E" hereto. 

80.3.5 A borrower may refuse a lender to consult the NLR. If  

the lender does not consult the NLR and extends a  

loan, the lender may be guilty of irresponsible or  

reckless lending. The lender may be subjected to the  

discioli narv Dowers of the first resn,.ondent.  ,  " , 

80.3.6 It will be argued at the hearing of the matter that the  

applicant does not have adequate standing in law to  

bring an applic8tio\') based 011 the breach of privacy of  20 
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unnamed, unidentified and perhaps non-existent  
borrowers who the applicant contends may feel  

aggrieved by the interference with their rights of privacy,  

These allegations are in any event of a hearsay nature,  

80.3.6.1 The more than 1 000 other micro lenders who  

are registered with the first respondent, i.e.  

those other than the applicant, participate in  

. the NLR and they effectively all accept, like  

the first respondent and government, that the  

 interference with. the rights of privacy of  10 

borrowers is justifi~d in order properly to  

regulate the micro finance industry.  

81 For all these reasons, the first respondent contends that the obligation  

placed on micro lenders to access the NLR is in any event justified in 

terms of section 36 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa  
1996.  

82 I now turn to the specific allegations contained in the affidavit of Mr Moll.  
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THE AFFIDAVIT OF PIETER DE V1LLlERS MOLL  

83  AD PARAGRAPHS 1 TO 9  

Save to deny that a/l the allegations contained in the founding affidavit  

are true and correct, I admit these allegations.  

84  AD PARAGRAPH 10  

I note the applicant's asseliion that it supports the steps which have  

been taken to "clean up" and regulate the industry. The assertion is  

h·owever belied by the applicant's opposition to the reasonable,  

practical and generally acceptable procedures of the NLR and rules  

against reckless lending. From the letters attached to the founding  10 

affidavit it appears that the applicant's real objection is that  

participation in the NLR procedure will cut into the applicant's profits.  

I say that the application is motivated by money-making.  

85  AD PARAGRAPH 11  

I deny that the revised rules breach the right to privacy enshrined in  

section 14 of the Constitution. The first respondent moreover asserts  

that the rules are justifiable in terms of section 36 of the Constitution.  

The first respondent also denies any breach of any right to  

administrative justice contained in section 33 of the Constitution or  
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that the rules in question breach the rule of law contained in section  
1 (c) of the Constitution.  

86  AD PARAGRAPHS 12 to 19  

I admit these allegations.  

87 AD PARAGRAPH 20  

87.1 I deny that the applicant has the right to challenge, by way of  

administrative review, the first" set of rules: More than 180 days have  

passed between the adoption of the rules and the bringing of the  

present application. The application is consequently outside the time  

provided for in section 7 of the Promotion of Administrative Justice  10 

Act, 2000.  

87.2 The application pertaining to the first set of rules has been brought at  

an unreasonably late time and insofar as this application may be a  

common law review of the original set of rules, it should for this  

reason alone be dismissed.  

87.3 The applicant in any event did not object to the original rules whilst  

they were in place. The applicant was at the time registered as a  
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lender with the first respondent and it subjected itself to those rul es.  

They have now been revoked and replaced by other rules.  

87.4 I have been advised that it will be argued at the hearing of the matter  

that the application aimed at the original set of rules, is an exercise in  

futility. The court should not countenance an application which will  

have no effect but could at most have some historical or academic  

interest.  

88  AD PARAGRAPH 21  

I admit these allegation.s:  

89 1
0 

AD PARAGRAPHS 22 AND 23  

89.1  I admit that the first respondent received the letters attached  
 b4--(5  "(,-~ '6  

as "POM5" and "POM6".  

89.2  I, on behalf of the first respondent, considered these letters and  

I obtained legal advice concerning the assertions of law  

contained in them. The legal advice which the first respondent  

obtained is privileged and the first respondent does not waive  

the privilege.  
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89.3  The first respondent in fact did not ignore the applicant's  

contentions but investigated it and gave it the appropriate  

weight in the process of investigation and contemplation which  

predated the adoption of the second set of rules.  

89.4  I deny all contrary allegations contained in this paragraph.  

90 AD PARAGRAPH 24  

90.1'  I admit the summary of the letter.  

90.2  Because of the threat of legal aCtion, the first respondent  

obtained legal advice, which is privileged.  

90.3 I deny the correctness of the assertions repeated In this  1
0 

paragraph.  

91 AD PARAGRAPH 25  

91.1  I admit that the applicant made application for exemption and  

I also admit that the first respondent refused the application.  
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91.2  I should point out that not one other of the more than 1,300  

micro lenders registered with the applicant objected to the  

proposed amendments.  

91.3  The first respondent obtained comments from a variety of  

commentators and considered those comments on their  

merits. The applicant's objections were in particular  

considered and rejected. I refer back to annexure "Q" in this  

respect.  

91.4  Insofar as the matters enumerated i'n "POM5" and "POM6" are  

repeated in the founding affidavit, I deal with them where they  10 

are raised. I ignore the ones that are not set out in the  

affidavit.  

91.5  Insofar as the practical problems listed in "POM6" are  

concerned I I wish to point out that they are incorporated into  

the affidavit and I have been advised that I do not have to deal  

with them. Nevertheless, for the sake of clarity, I deny that  

there is any force in the supposed practical problems relied on 
f,C::,-b '75  

by the applicant in "POM6". No other registered micro lender  

has raised these concerns. The rules regarding the NLR apply  

to all lenders alike, the first respondent could not see (and can  20 
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still not see) any reason to treat the applicant differently from  

al/ other registered lenders who willingly comply with the  

provisions of the NLR and reckless landing.  

77  
91.6  The letter "POMS" summarises the reasons for the rejection of  

the application for a special dispensation. Insofar as it may be  

necessary to do so, I repeat those reasons. The list of reasons 
,7  

contained in "POMS" is not closed. In any event, the present  

application is not based on' practical problems and I therefore  

do not dwell any further on the contents of the letter.  

91.7 1
0 

Save as aforesaid, the allegations contained in this paragraph  

are denied.  

92 AD PARAGRAPHS 26 AND 27 

I admit that the letters referred to here were sent and received. I will  

deal with the issues raised iril those letters where they are repeated in  

the founding affidavit.  

93 AD PARAGRAPH 28  

93.1  The contents of this paragraph are not directed at the second  

respondent.  
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93.2  The first respondent gave no assurance that it would not take  

any point arising from the applicant's difficulties.  

93.3  The letters referred to in this paragraph speak for themselves.  

94 AD PARAGRAPHS 29 AND 30  

r admit these allegations. The Association of Micro Lenders is one of  

the applicant's members and it has representation on the first  

respondent's board of directors. The applicant is a member of that  

association. The applicant has in any event been heard when it  

raised its objections to the revised rules. The first respondent  

however rejected the applicant's contentions.  10 

95 AD PARAGRAPH 31  

The first respondent admits the contents of this paragraph insofar as  

it correctly reflects that which it quotes and the adumbration thereof.  

96 AD PARAGRAPH 32  

i note these allegations.  
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97 AD PARAGRAPH 33  

97.1  The first respondent denies that it cloes not have the power to  

make rules.  

97.2  I admit the quotation of Rule 1 in this paragraph.  

97.3  The first respondent contends that a legally relevant bond is  

created by the application and the acceptance of the  

application subject to the first respondent's rules, which are  

rules of law.  

97.4  I deny these allegations.  

98 AD PARAGRAPH 34  1
0 

I deny these allegations. The first respondent does .have the right to  

make and enforce rules. I have set out the first respondent's  

contentions in this respect.  

99 AD PARAGRAPHS 35 TO 37  

99.1  No one is forced to enter into any agreement with the first  

respondent. When a potential micro lender decides to enter  

the industry, he must subject himself to the regulation of the  

industry. If he does not believe that it will be commercially  
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viable for him to enter the industry, given the regulation  

thereof, the potential lender should simply not proceed with its  
application. No legal bond exists between a potential lender  

and the first respondent.  

99.2  The first respondent is burdened with the obligation to regulate  

the industry through the making and enforcing of rules. The  

first respondent consulted widely before it made its revised  

rules. The applicant was heard in that process and granted  

every opportunity to raise its ~bjections to the rules. The other  

micro lenders did not raise similar objections and the first  10 

respondent mjected the applicant's oblections and introduced  

the rules. The applicant has in fact been ,heard.  

100 AD PARAGRAPHS 38 TO 42  

100.1 I note the argument contained in these paragraphs. I deny it.  

100.2 The argument will be dealt with at the hearing of this matter.  

100.3 I specifically deny that the first respondent's rule making  

constitutes a breach of the principle of separation of powers.  

Full legal argument will be addressed to the Honourable Court 

in this respect at tile hearing of the ITlatter.  
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101  AD PARAGRAPHS 43 TO 49  

TOLl  I admit the summaries of the legislative instruments contained  

in these paragraphs.  

101.2 I also admit that the revised rules are more onerous than the  

rules attached to the exemption notice. The fact that rules are  

attached to the exemption notice does not mean that other  

rules may not be introduced by the first respondent. These are  

issues for arg'umenL  Save as aforesaid all allegations  

contained herein are denied.  

102 AD PARAGRAPH 50.1  1
0 

r deny that there is any discrepancy between Rule 1 of the Exemption  

Notice rules and the revised rules of the first respondent.  

102.1  It is denied that there is a discrepancy as the revised  

rules expres'sly require that the lender does in fact  

obtain the borrower's consent, prior to providing the loan 

information to the NLR. This approach is consistent  

with the manner with which it is treated in foreign  

countries.  
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103 AD PARAGRAPH 50.2  

There is nothing incongruous with a right to cancel a money lending 

transaction by the exercise of a "cooling off" right after the fact of the  
loan has been reported to the NLR. The report to the NLR must  

simply be reversed if the agreement is cancelled in these  

circumstances.  

104 AD PARAGRAPH 50.3  

'These contentions are ill informed and wrong. The report to the NLR  

is not an adverse or negative report.  

105 AD PARAGRAPH 51.1  1
0 

The applicant misconceives the purpose of Rule 6.8. It is not to bind  

borrowers to some period of prescription but to protect lenders from  

demands for information after the period of 30 days. It only means  

that it will not be deemed to be a breach of the rules should a lender  

refuse to give information' after a period of 30 days. The rule is for  

the benefit of lenders.  

106 AD PARAGRAPHS 51.2 AND 51.3  

I deny that these rules pretend to override the rules of other  

professional bodies. The position is that in Rule 7.8 the first  
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respondent reserved the right to refuse to accept the "accreditation"  

of professionals who misstate information to the first respondent. The  

purpose of Rule 7.7 is to indicate that where information was  

misstated due to a bona fide error, that will not be held against the  

professional by the first respondent. The rules do not go beyond the  

realm of the '"egulation by the first respondent of the industry: The first  

respondent has no jurisdiction over other professionals outside the  

industry but has the right to refuse to accredit professionals who have  

been guilty of mi'srepresentation"s.  

107  AD PARAGRApH 51.4  1
0 

This allegation is wrong: The first respondent merely advises those  

who are registered with it from time to time on how, on a technical  

level, interest should be disclosed and calculated for purposes of the  

Usury Act exemption, The rule is merely aimed at assisting lenders  

by clarifying technical legislation and is not aimed at postulating the  

first respondent itself as legislature. I deny these allegations.  

108  AD PARAGRAPH 51.5 

I admit the quotation of Rule 2.1.36.  
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109  AD PARAGRAPH 52  

I deny these allegations. The interpretation of the two sets of rules is  

a matter of construction. Even if there are discrepancies between the  

two sets of rules, which is denied, then it does not follow that either  

set is reviewable.  

110 AD PARAGRAPHS 53 AND 54  

I repeat what I stated above in this regard. The first respondent was  

approved as regulator precisely because of its rule making ability.  

111  AD PARAGRAPH 55  

111.1 Approval by the second respondent of any given rule is not a  10 

requirement for the making of rules by the first respondent.  

111.2 However, the second respondent retains an interest in the first  

respondent's rule making and the second respondent can  

revoke the first respondent's appointment as regulator. For  

this reason the first respondent, as a matter of course, keeps  

the second respondent informed of any developments  

pertaining to the rules which the first respondent proposes to  

introduce.  
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111.3  Should the second respondent not "approve}! of any given rule,  

the first respondent wjll note the "disapprovaf' and will take the  

"disapproval" into account when it decides whether or not to  

accept the rule. I hasten to add that this has not yet  

happened.  

112 AD PARAGRAPH 56.1  

I admit these allegations.  

113 AD PARAGRAPH 56.2  

I deny these allegations.  

114 AD PARAGRAPH 56.3  1
0 

114.1 These allegations are not directed atthe first respondent.  

114.2 The first respondent however denies that it acted arbitrarily,  

capriciously or unreasonably in accepting the rules or that the  

rules themselves are arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable.  

These are all aspects for lega! argument.  
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115  AD PARAGRAPH 57  

The revised rules no longer apply. They have been replaced. The  

appficant has no right to approach the court for any relief in respect of 

those rules.  

116 AD PARAGRAPHS 58 TO 62  

116.1 The rules concerning the NLR may affect the rights of privacy  

of borrowers. I deny that they affect the rights of privacy of  

lenders. As poin"ted out above, the information technology  

used by the credit bureaus do not allow one lender access to  

the client lists of another. For the reasons set out above, I  10 

submit that the infringement of a borrowers' rights of privacy,  

such as it may be, is limited by the provisions of section 36 of  

the Constitution. In this respect I say that:  

The rules concerning the NLR and reckless lending  116.1.1 

constitute law of general application.  

The limitation of the rights of privacy is reasonable and  116.1.2 

justifiable in an open and democratic society based on  

human dignity, equality and freedom. Taking into  

account the nature of the right of privacy, the  

importa Ilce of the purpose of the NLR and the reckless  20 
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lending rules, the nature and extent of the limitation th   e,  
relation between the limitation and its purpose and that  

there are no less restrictive means to achieve the  

purpose, I contend that the limitation is justifiable.  

117 AD PARAGRAPHS 63 TO 65  

I deny these allegations. I have dealt with them above.  

118 AD PARAGRAPHS 66 TO 67  

The position is simple: Should a specific borrower not be prepared to  

have the fact that he made the loan in question placed on the N LR,  

micro lenders should not extend loans to him.  1
0 

119 AD PARAGRAPHS 68 TO 72  

I deny all these allegations.  

120 AD PARAGRAPHS 73 AND 74  

I deny that the applicant is entitled to the relief sought.  
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THE SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT  

General  

121  I now turn to the deponent's supplementary affidavit.  

122 Two issues are raised in the supplementary papers which I deal with  

at the outset. The first is the claim for costs on a punitive scale  

because tile deponent contends that the first respondent did not  

properly comply wjth its Rule 53 obligations relating to the "record" of  

its decisJon.  

123  The second is the addition of a further ground for the setting aside of  

the rules, namely the contention that they are in breach of good  10 

morals  

124  I deal with them in turn. 

The record  

125 At the hearing of the matter it will be argued that Rule 53(1 )(b) does  

not apply in this case.  

126  The duty to provide the "record of proceedings" refen-ed to in the rule  

does not as such apply to legislative administrative actions, "rule  

making", such as in this case. In the case of pure administrative  

actions or administrative acts of a judicial nature, there are usually  

well defined and I"8cordable procedures which have to be followed  
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before an administrative decision may be made. When the decision  

is tested, the record of the proceedings can easily be identified. As I  

pointed out above, the decision to adopt the NLR and reckless  

lending rules was taken at a board meeting, which was minuted 633-£ 5'(  
(annexure "Nil). The formal decision of the board to adopt the rules  

was, however, literally the result of years and years of research and  

informal deliberation by a number of the first respondent's employees  

and officials. These researches and deliberations, insofar as they  

have been committed to writing, do not constitute the first  

respondent's record of proceedin~p. They are not subject to Rule  10 

35(1)(b).  

127 The original, now-recalled, set of rules is now only of historical and  

academic interest. Whether or not they are set aside may be  

interesting but is utterly irrelevant. Rule 53 does not apply to such  

cases.  

128 The applicant did not need the "record of the proceedings" to protect  

its interest in this matter. The complaint is not that there was anything  

wrong with the process through which the rules were adopted. (To  

repeat: The complaint is in the first place that rule-making is ultra vires  

the first respondent and, secondly, that the rules which have been  20 

made are inherently bad in the sense that they are for example  

unconstitutional.) The process which brought the rules forth is  
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consequently irrelevant. They allegedly fall foul of objective yardsticks.  

If there is any merit in the applicant's attack, the applicant certainly did  

not require the record of how the rules were made to prove its point.  

129  Nevertheless, the First Respondent was advised to make all the  

documents that served before the Board when it approved the revised·  

rules availal)Je to the Applicant. Such documents were made  

available to the Applicant in terms of Rule 53.  

130  I attach the correspondence thaf was exchanged between the parties  
'3/ ;;z. - '8;< I 

relating to the Rule 53(1 )(b) issue as annexures "W 1 to W4".  

131  Rule 1 of the revised rules deals with the status of the rules. It reads:  1 
0  

"These Rules have been issued by the Council and together with 
the registration application form completed by the lender and the 
registration certificate issued pursuant thereto by the Council 
shall compromise the agreement between the Council and the 
lender."  

132  Rule 1 reflects the first respondent's understanding of the nature of  

the rules. The first respondent believes that the rules form part of a  

contractual relationship between the first respondent and the lenders.  

The rules contain some of the terms of the contract.  

133  Rule 3.23 provides that the first respondent may amend the rules and  20 

that the consent of the lenders is not required for any amendment to  
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be effective. The terills of the contract (rule 3.23) thus empowers the  
first respondent to unilaterally amend the terms of the contracts,  

134 I have been advised that one contracting party Illay in principl e be  

authorized by the contract to unilaterally amend certain terms of the  

agreement. Such contractual authorization is not in principle contra'  

bonos mores. The exel"cise of the right may, however, be checked  

if it is improperly exercised.  

135 'I have been advised that, insofa'r as the relationship between the first  

respondent and lenders is indeed contractual, the right unilaterally to  

amend, is not contra bonos rnores and no case has been made out  10 

that the exercise of the right by the first respondent, when it adopted  

the revised rules, is impeachable,  

136  I have also been advised that it will be a rgued that insofar as the  

relationship is not stdctly contractual, there is nothing wrong in law  

with a body like the first respondent making rules that bind those who  

are registered with it.  
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Ad seriatim responses  

137  t now turn to the specific allegations contained in the supplementary  

affidavit.  

138 AD PARAGRAPHS 1 TO 4  

Save to deny that the facts set out in the affidavit under reply are all  

true and correct, I admit these allegations.  

139 AD PARAGRAPH 5  

I deny that the first I"8spondent breflched any of the rules of court.  

The "record" was made Dvailable at the time as agreed between the  

parties. This appears from the correspondence to which I refer  10 

above. I admit that there were delays as a result of settlement  

discussions.  

140 AD PARAGRAPH 6  

I deny that the first respondent did not comply Witll the rules of court.  

141  AD PARAGRAPH 7  

The first respondent did not file any "record" pertaining to the original  

set of rules because the original rules have been superceded by the  

new rules. The applicant has no right to the "record" pertaining to  
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those rules and the first respondent has no obligation to provide the 

"record" to the applicclllt.  

142 AD PARAGRAPH 8  

It does not appear that the applicant seeks punitive costs against the  

second respondent. Argument concerning the matter of costs will be  

addressed to the court at the hearing of the matter.  

143 AD PARAGRAPHS 9 TO 11  

143.1  If I correctly understand depsment's complaint raised in these  

paragraphs (which also appears in other paragraphs of the  

supplementary affidavit) the first respondent is tal<en to task for  10 

not having made available as part of the record, documents  

which reflect deliberations regard the possibility of establishing  

the NLR under the amendment of the exception notice rules  

and not under the first respondent's rules.  

143.2  There were indeed discussions about the possibility to  

establish the ~JLR by an amendment of the exception notice  

rules. This never materialized.  
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143.3  In this regal"CI, I wish to draw the following facts and  

considerations to the attention of the couli:  

143.3.1 The first I"Gspondent did not itself entertain the possi 
bility  
simply because the first respondent could not amend  

the exemption notice rules.  

143.3.2 Whatever discussions may have been held about the  

possibility, they are irrelevant because the Minister did  

not amend the exemption notice rules.  

The Minister is not being reviewed for having failed to  143.3.3 

amend the exemption notice rules. The Minister's  10 

decision in this regard is thus irrelevant for purposes of  

this application.  

143.3.4 The exemption notice rules not having been amended  

and the non-amendment thereof being irrelevant for  

purposes of 'this application, the idle discussions which  

the first respondent may have had about this topic could 

by no stretch of the imagination form part of any record  

of decision to which the applicant may be entitled in  

terms of rule 53.  
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As the discLlssions of the first respolldent on this topic  

were irrelevant and coulel not form pali of the record I the 

first respondent did not include references to such  

143.3.5 

discussions in the documents which it provided as part  

of the record.  

144 AD PARAGRAPHS 12 TO -14  

These paragraphs are not addressed at the first respondent.  

145 AD PARAGRAPH '15  

I deny that the first respondent acted unlawfully or ultra vires as  

alleged in this paragraph. It was not for the first respondent to decide  10 

whetherthe second respondent should aillend the exemption notice  

rules. Apart from it being presumptuous for the first respondent to  

amend rules over which it has not right or control, it would be an  

exercise in futility to do so. The first respondent amended the rules  

over which it had jurisdiction. It was the only option open to the first  

respondent.  

146 AD PARAGRAPHS 16 TO 19 

146.1  The deponent presumably refers to the first respondent in  

paragraph 16. I confirm that the correspondence referred to in  
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this pCJragraph was exchclnged between the representatives of  
the pClrties.  

146.2  The reason for the blocking out of celiain portions of the  

documents which were made available to the applicant are  

explained fully in the letters which the first respondent  

addressed to the applicant in respect of this issue.  

146.3  The pOI"lions that were blocked out have nothing to do with the  

dispute between the pa(Ues, contain confidential information  

relating to otlie," Illatters E!nd CClIl by no stretch of the  

imagination form part of the record relating to the revised rules.  10 

I reject the insinuation of improper conduct in this paragraph.  

:2.CfLj.  
146.4  The blocl<ed out portion of annexure "SA2" to the  

supplementary affidavit deals with the possibility which was  

discussed at tile time that the exemption notice rules could be  

amended.  

146.5 I rnr.or,+· 
I I .•...... 
J..JvClL.  

146.5.1 the first I"8spondent could not, and did not take any  

decision in respect of such an amendment;  
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tile secane! respondent cJid not 81l1end the exemption  
146.5.2 

notice rules; 

146.5.3 the nOll-amendment of the exemption notice rules is  

irrelevant ill these proceedings; 

146.5.4 the blocked-out portion did not form part of the record  

to which tile applicant may have been entitled under  

Rule 53. 

146.6  I deny that the first respondent's provision of the record was in  

any respect deficient. In fact, the first respondent provided  

more documents than it could ever be obliged to provide and  10 

it is absurd that the applicant now seeks special costs orders  

because the first respondent erred on the side of generosity.  

147  AD PARAGRAPHS 20 YO 22 

I deny that there is any deficiency in the "recorcl" which was made  

available to the applicant. The applicclllt was given more than it was  

entitled to under the rule. This matter will be taken further during  

argument.  
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148 . AD PARAGRAPHS 23 TO 24  

These paragraphs clo not pertain to the first responcJent.  

149 AD PARAGRAPHS 25 AND 26  

I have dealt with the contra bonos mores issue above. I deny that the  

"contract" between the first respondent and those registered with it,  

is contra bonos rnores.  

WHEREFORE I pray that the application be dismissed with costs.  

DEPONENT  

I hereby certify that the deponent declares that the deponent knows and  

understands. the contents of this affidavit and that it is to the best of the  10 

deponent's knowledge both true 8r.l9ncorrect. This affidavit was signed and~ ..  
 ~~ ... p~Wl  ~  f)ec~ ••.•. ~  f 
sworn to before rne at SctY\O'\:f6Yl  on this is day of N8VEMGCR  

2003 and that the I~egulatjolls contained ill GOVernment Notice R1258 of 21 July 

1972, as amended, have, been complied with.  
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